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Abstract

It has recently been argued that normative considerations

play an important role in causal cognition. For instance,

when an agent violates a moral rule and thereby produces

a negative outcome, she will be judged to be much more

of a cause of the outcome, compared to someone who per-

formed the same action but did not violate a norm. While

there is a substantial amount of evidence reporting these

effects, it is still a matter of debate how this evidence is

to be interpreted. In this paper, we engage with the three

most influential classes of explanations, namely, (a) the

Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View, (b) the Normative

Concept View, and (c) the Pragmatics View. We will outline

how these theories explain the empirical results and in what

ways they differ. We conclude with a reflection on how well

these strategies do overall and what questions they still

leave unanswered.
1 | INTRODUCTION

Judgements about causation play an important role in explaining and predicting the world. When catastrophes like

the nuclear accident in Fukushima happen, we immediately ask why these things happened—what its causes are.

And very often, the aim of gaining such causal knowledge is not only to better understand an event's history but also

to be able to predict and prevent similar events in the future. For the same reasons, we try to understand what

caused a certain epidemic to spread or young adults to slide into delinquency. When we determine that A caused

B, we make a causal judgement.

Causal judgements play an important role in our social life and the social practices we have established. For

instance, to determine who is legally responsible for a car accident, we need to settle the question of who caused

it. Moral questions are equally closely tied to causal questions: We only know who to blame for the red stain on

the carpet if we can determine who spilled his or her wine and thereby caused the stain.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Thus, it comes as no surprise that causal cognition is flourishing as an interdisciplinary research project whose

results have gained significant attention. In this paper, we do not even try to give a complete overview of the

research done in the last couple of years.1 Instead, the focus of this paper will be on the alleged effect that norms

have on judgements about singular causation, such as “Tom playing with his phone while driving caused the accident

on Bedford Way this morning,” in contrast to the general causal claim “Playing with one's phone while driving causes

accidents.” We will start by introducing the notion of norms that has been referred to in the literature, and we will

describe a selection of effects that have been reported. Several explanations of these effects have been suggested.

We outline those explanations to allow for a critical comparison of their respective explanatory power. The paper

concludes with some general remarks and open questions.
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2 | NORMS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON CAUSAL JUDGEMENTS

The literature on the role of norms in causal cognition has distinguished between at least two different kinds of

norms2: First, there are statistical norms which describe the frequency or likelihood of a certain action or event (Bear

& Knobe, 2017; Sytsma, Livengood, & Rose, 2012; Willemsen, 2016). For instance, it is normally the case that men

are taller than women or that children favour chocolate over spinach. An action can be statistically abnormal in

two ways: It can either be abnormal with respect to the population of which the agent is part and thus violate a pop-

ulation‐level statistical norm. Alternatively, an action can be abnormal given the agent's typical behaviour. In that

case, an action violates an agent‐level statistical norm. While it might be abnormal for children to favour spinach, this

might be very typical for an individual agent—she always chooses spinach when given a choice between spinach and

chocolate. Alternatively, a child might usually prefer spinach over chocolate but this time chooses chocolate instead

of spinach.

Second, norms can also be injunctive (Alicke, 1992; Knobe & Fraser, 2008; Kominsky, Phillips, Gerstenberg,

Lagnado, & Knobe, 2015; Reuter, Kirfel, van Riel, & Barlassina, 2014; Sytsma et al., 2012; Willemsen & Reuter,

2016). Injunctive norms include both prescriptive norms, which tell people what they should do, and proscriptive

norms, telling people what they should not do.3 Moral norms are a prototypical example of injunctive norms, for

example, “keep your promises”, “tell the truth” (prescriptive norms), as well as “do not steal” and “do not harm others”

(proscriptive norms). However, there is a variety of other injunctive, yet non‐moral norms that have similar

action‐guiding functions, such as those found in the legal system. In addition, there are injunctive norms concerning

table manners, dress codes, and norms of politeness.

In contrast to statistical norms, violating an injunctive norm is often followed by negative social feedback.

Violating a moral norm against harming others is followed by blame, and in more severe cases, the legal system will

even inflict some form of punishment. Violating a social norm by wearing a swimsuit in a church will be met with

disapproval. In contrast, violating a statistical norm, for instance when a woman is taller than a man, might cause

confusion or surprise but is not typically met with any form of social condemnation.

The most prominent evidence that norms can have an impact on causal judgements comes from a study by

Knobe and Fraser (2008). In their experiment, Knobe and Fraser presented their participants with a short vignette

in which a professor and an administrative assistant both take a pen from the departmental office. As a result of

the lack of pens, the receptionist cannot take notes during an important phone call. In their study, Knobe and Fraser

varied whether both agents or only the administrative assistant was officially allowed to take pens. When only the

administrative assistant was allowed to take pens but the professor was not, people gave higher causal ratings for

the outcome to the professor, that is, the agent who violated an injunctive norm.

The “pen case” study was soon followed by similar experiments to demonstrate the influence of injunctive norms

on causal judgements. When two agents log in to a computer (Knobe & Fraser, 2008) or enter a room with a motion

detector (Icard, Kominsky, & Knobe, 2017; Kominsky et al., 2015), but only one agent is allowed to perform this

action, the norm‐violating agent is judged to be more of a cause for the subsequent outcome of their actions. It
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has, thus, been argued that actions or events that violate injunctive norms, that is, the way people or things generally

ought to behave, receive higher causal attribution for an outcome than actions or events that adhere to injunctive

norms. This phenomenon has often been dubbed “abnormal inflation.”

In addition to the effect that causal responsibility ratings are increased for norm‐violating agents, Kominsky and

colleagues demonstrated that the effect of norms goes beyond the causal attributions to the norm‐violating factor. If

two agents or events jointly cause an outcome, people not only attribute higher causality to the factor that is norm‐

violating but also reduce their causal attribution to the other, norm‐conforming factor (Kominsky et al., 2015). This

phenomenon has been described as “causal supersession,” expressing the idea that the perceived causal contribution

of a cause can be superseded by the causal contribution of another causal factor that is norm‐violating (Kominsky

et al., 2015).

Similar evidence has been demonstrated for the influence of statistical norms. If an agent does something

atypical, for example, driving a different route home (Kahneman & Miller, 1986), or produces an unlikely outcome,

for example, rolling a number higher than 11 with two dice (Icard et al., 2017; Kominsky et al., 2015), this behaviour

is assigned higher causal contribution compared to a behaviour that is statistically normal.

It might be argued that the fact that both injunctive and statistical norm violations elicit the same effects might

depend on an important connection between both kinds of norms. When an agent violates an injunctive norm, for

instance by harming someone, this action also violates a statistical norm. Typically, people do not harm each other.

Although injunctive norm violations often covary with statistical norm violation, it has been shown that the influence

of injunctive norms remains unchanged once statistical norm‐conformity is controlled for (Knobe & Fraser, 2008). A

study by Sytsma et al. (2012) suggest that the statistical normality of an action can also indicate whether an injunctive

norm was violated. In some cases, people believe that if you violate a statistical norm, you have also violated an

injunctive norm. As an example, imagine that the department's secretary usually sends around reminder emails about

important guest speakers and important departmental events. It is not her job to send these emails, she just always

does it because she knows that these things are easily forgotten about. One day, she does not send an email and, as a

consequence, half of the staff forgets about an important talk. While the secretary only violated a statistical norm,

one might feel that because of her routine of sending these emails and her well‐known reliability, she was also

supposed to send the email.

As Henne, Pinillos, and De Brigard (2016) as well as Willemsen (2016) demonstrate, norms do affect causal

judgements not only about actions but also about omissions: An omission that violated an injunctive norm is

considered much more causally relevant for the outcome, compared to an omission that did not violate an injunctive

norm. For example, when an agent promised to water his neighbour's plants, his not doing so was considered the

cause of the plants' death. In contrast, if he did not promise to do so, people denied that the agent's omission caused

the plants' death. An effect in the same direction was found for statistical norms. When an agent deviates from her

agent‐specific norm of regularly attending a gym class, her not attending is judged to be more of a cause for the other

participants to believe that the agent was sick, compared to when she did not violate such a norm by not attending

(Willemsen, 2016).

Given the evidence for the similar influence of both injunctive and statistical norms on causal judgements about

actions as well as omissions, the general claim for the influence of norms on causal judgements has been made. It has

been argued that norm‐violating actions or events receive higher causal attribution for an outcome than actions or

events that adhere to norms (Halpern & Hitchcock, 2015; Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009; Icard et al., 2017; Knobe &

Fraser, 2008).
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3 | THREE EXPLANATIONS

In the literature, several explanations of the influence of injunctive norms on causal judgements have been proposed. In

general, these explanations differ along two dimensions. On the one hand, some authors have proposed that causal

judgements are influenced by norms because the cognitive process leading to those causal judgements is responsive
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to norms. Call this the Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View. Whenever agents make causal judgements, they will

consider norms as an important guide. On such a view, people start with a purely descriptive concept of causation.

“Descriptive” in this context means that a causal judgement is made true by the world—A caused B if A and B stand

in a certain relation to one another.Whether such a relation exists betweenA andB is amatter of facts, not norms.How-

ever, in the process of reaching a causal judgement, the application of this descriptive concept is affected by norms.

In contrast, others have argued that the concept of causation is itself normative. Call this the Normative Concept

View. Thus, the cognitive process of causal judgement making starts off from a concept of causation that already has

built‐in normative content. The difference between theories that argue for a norm‐sensitive causal process and those

who argue for an inherently normative concept of causation is that according to the latter, no causal judgement can

ever, by definition, be purely descriptive. Every causal judgement always includes information about injunctive or

statistical norms that are relevant to the specific context. The former kind of theories does not rule out that in some

situations, causal judgements are entirely descriptive and do not rely in any way on norms.

Other authors have objected that neither is the process of reaching a causal judgement sensitive to norms nor is

the concept of causation normative. Norms have no effect on causal judgements either way. Instead, it is argued that

when people make causal judgements in an experimental setting, the context in which they are asked for their causal

evaluation triggers an alternative interpretation of the test question. Call this the Pragmatics View. According to this

view, in many of the studies taken to support the Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process or the Normative Concept View,

participants did not answer a question about causation but about a related notion such as accountability. According

to such an explanation of the empirical results, these results do not shed light on causal cognition at all.

In the following, we will have a closer look at each of these views in more detail. In Section 4, we will compare

these views with each other to evaluate their conclusiveness and explanatory power.
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3.1 | Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View

There are two dominant explanations of the effect of norms on causal judgements that both focus on the norm‐

sensitivity of the cognitive process leading to causal judgements. In the following, we refer to them as the Point of

Intervention Account and the Bias Account.

Many researchers have provided evidence that people rely heavily on counterfactual reasoning when making

causal judgement (Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2014; Lagnado, Gerstenberg, & Zultan, 2013;

Petrocelli, Percy, Sherman, & Tormala, 2011). The Point of Intervention Account builds on the idea that counterfac-

tual reasoning is key to causal judgements. When people make a causal judgement, they primarily reach this judge-

ment by asking “what if?” and imagining what would have happened, had the situation been slightly different.

But if people reason about causation counterfactually, why do people choose that when both the administrative

staff and the professor take pens, it is the professor who caused the problem? It is correct that had the professor not

taken pens, there would not have been a problem, as there would be one pen left (keeping the rest of the story

identical). However, it seems equally true that had the administrative staff not taken pens, there would not have been

a problem either (again, keeping everything else the same). Both counterfactuals lead to the outcome being avoided.

Consequently, people should say that both the administrative staff and the professor caused the problem. The reason

for this is that one agent violated a norm, while the other one did not.

The Point of Intervention Account suggests that the main purpose of all causal judgements is to identify the best

point of intervention, so the factor with which we need to fiddle to prevent similar effects in the future, or to bring

about the same effect in the future again, if the outcome is desirable. When selecting this best point of intervention,

norms provide a helpful guide. How do they do that?

Hitchcock & Knobe (2009) argue that norms influence counterfactual reasoning. Imagine that you observe a

traffic accident. According to Knobe and colleagues, when you now determine who caused the accident, you

engage in counterfactual reasoning to determine the best point of intervention. Kominsky and colleagues as well

as Icard and colleagues. When doing so, not all the possible counterfactual scenarios are equally likely to cross
m
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you mind. Imagine you know that one of the two drivers crossed a green light, the other one a red light. The first

thing you will think about is a counterfactual scenario in which the second driver does not cross a red light.

Other counterfactuals are less likely to come to mind. For instance, would you ever consider a case in which

a powerful alien casts a spell that turns cars into soft, puffy little clouds or opens a portal that allows the two

cars safe passage? If the world had exploded just before the cars hit each other, there would have been no

car accident. While this could have prevented the accident as well, these counterfactuals are so abnormal that

they would not even cross your mind. Norms, on the other hand, make it very likely that a counterfactual sce-

nario will be considered.

The Point of Intervention Account suggest that people have a purely descriptive concept of causation that

depends on counterfactual reasoning.

According to the Bias Account, norms enter the picture in an importantly different way. The Bias Account, as

suggested by Alicke (1992, 2000, 2008), agrees with the Point of Intervention Account that when people make a

causal judgement, they start off with a purely descriptive concept of causation that does not include any normative

elements. When confronted with a negative outcome that needs causal explanation, two cognitive processes are

initiated. First, there is an objective process evaluating the agent's causal involvement, and there is a second cognitive

process which spontaneously and unreflectively evaluates the agent's moral responsibility. If this second process

generates a sufficiently strong blame (or praise, for that matter) response, the initially descriptive, and value‐free

causal judgement is re‐evaluated in a blame (or praise) validation mode. The aim of this re‐evaluation is to vindicate

the quick and unreflected moral judgement that the agent is to blame or to praise.

The Point of Intervention and the Bias Account, thus, differ in the cognitive process they postulate, and they

further differ in whether they consider a normatively influenced causal judgement to be competent or biased.

The Bias Account considers the impact of norms on causal judgements as systematic performance error (Alicke,

2000). When people's causal judgements are affected by their moral intuitions, their causal judgement get distorted

in the way that the agent's causal contribution is overstated. The Point of Intervention Account does not believe that

the effect of norms on causal judgements constitutes a bias. Instead, the effect tracks an important feature of the

function of causal judgements, namely, to identify points of intervention (Knobe, 2010; Kominsky et al., 2015). Both

accounts yet share that they consider the concept of causation to be purely descriptive and norms to affect the appli-

cation of this concept.4
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3.2 | Normative Concept View

Recently, Sytsma and Livengood (2018) have argued against the claim that people's concept of causation is descrip-

tive. According to their view, which they refer to as the Responsibility View, the ordinary concept of causation has

some built‐in normative content and is generally similar to the concept of responsibility. This means that when people

make a causal judgement, they do not make a judgement about the metaphysical relationship in the world between

two causal relata that philosophers are concerned with; rather, they make a judgement about who or what is respon-

sible for a certain event to occur. Challenging the Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View, Sytsma and Livengood

doubt that people first apply a purely descriptive concept of causation that is affected by norms along the way to

making a causal judgement. Instead, they argue that the concept of causation is already pretty much indistinguishable

from the concept of responsibility. Sytsma and Livengood take the existent empirical evidence to support the Nor-

mative Concept View. First of all, the Normative Concept View considers the valence of the outcome relevant for

people's causal judgements. Sytsma and Livengood claim that people's causal verdicts will be affected by the valence

of the outcome if the valence of the outcome affects people's responsibility judgements. People are more likely to

ascribe responsibility for a bad than for a good outcome. Assuming that causal attributions are relevantly similar to

the attribution of responsibility, the valence of the outcome will often make a difference for causal judgements.

Sytsma and Livengood (2018) say that in many circumstances, their account makes very similar predictions as the

Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View, such as for the pen or the computer case (Knobe & Fraser, 2008, Kominsky
m
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et al., 2015). The reason is that in these cases, norm violation coincides with the moral evaluation of the agent and as

a consequence with responsibility judgements. However, trolley cases provide a way of de‐confounding these two

aspects. Take the switch variant in which five people are standing on the tracks and are about to be killed by a run-

away trolley. The agent could divert the train onto another track where there is only one person standing. By flipping

the switch, the five would be saved at the costs of the one person. If the agent flips the switch, so Sytsma and

Livengood argue, the agent is responsible for the one person's death—as she would not have died but for the agent

flipping the switch. However, as experimental studies have repeatedly shown, the vast majority of participants

believe that flipping is the morally right thing to do (Cushman & Young, 2009, 2011).

Given this moral evaluation, the Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View predicts that the agent violated a norm

when he does not flip the switch, so Sytsma and Livengood claim. As a consequence, causal judgements for the

outcome (in this case, the one person's death) should be inflated, compared to causal judgements for the outcome

when the agent does flip the switch (in that case, the death of the five)—either because people want to vindicate their

moral disapproval or because of the norm violation. The Normative Concept Account makes the opposite prediction

and claims that causal judgements will be similar to responsibility judgements for the death. As a consequence,

Sytsma and Livengood predict that agent will be considered more causally relevant when he flips the switch,

compared to when he does not.

In a series of experiments, Sytsma and Livengood (2018) find empirical support for their view.

People's responsibility judgements reliably predict their causal judgements. Thus, conforming to a moral norm and

doing what participants considered to be the right thing to do increased causal responsibility ratings. They take this

as strong evidence in favour of their own and against both the Point of Intervention and the Bias Account.

It should be noted that Sytsma and Livengood remain very vague in spelling out what this new notion of

responsibility is. Responsibility, as used in the philosophical and experimental literature, is often accompanied by a

qualification such as “moral” or “causal” or “legal” responsibility. Responsibility, as used in Sytsma and Livengood's

account, seems to be none of these things. It seems related and yet different from blame judgements, as blame

and responsibility judgements can come apart. But what exactly the similarities and differences are is unclear.

Further, there are many open questions concerning the difference between responsibility and accountability. Until

we have a clearer understanding of what responsibility is, Sytsma and Livengood's account might be an interesting

way to think about the connection between norms and causation, but it is hard to assess the theory's predictive

and explanatory power.

While Sytsma and Livengood repeatedly contrasted their own view with Joshua Knobe's one by interpreting

Knobe as a defender of the Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View, it is not clear whether this interpretation of

Knobe's account is adequate. On the one hand, Knobe uses formulations that suggest that the concept of causation

is itself descriptive but enriched by information about norms: “We have seen that people's ordinary application of a

variety of different concepts can be influenced by moral considerations” (Knobe, 2010, p. 320, emphasis added);

“What we have here is a model of the competence underlying people's use of one particular concept” (Knobe, 2010,

p. 328, emphasis added); “Even the processes that look most ‘scientific’ actually take moral considerations into

account” (Knobe, 2010, p. 328, emphasis added).

In contrast, Knobe sometimes chooses formulations that seem more in line with the Normative Concept View

and, thus, very much in line with the suggestions made by Sytsma and Livengood:
se; O
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There is now good reason to believe there are no concepts anywhere in folk psychology that enable one to

describe an agent's attitudes in a way that is entirely independent of moral considerations. The impact of

moral judgments, we suspect, is utterly pervasive. (Pettit & Knobe, 2009, p. 602)
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Indication that Knobe does in fact subscribe to a normative concept of causation is further provided by the strong

emphasis on the role of counterfactuals, given that many theories hold that the meaning of causal claims can be

explained in terms of counterfactual conditionals (see, for instance, Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009; Knobe, 2010;

Kominsky et al., 2015; Icard et al., 2017).
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3.3 | The Pragmatics View

Both the Norm‐Sensitivity and Normative Concept Views share the assumption that when researchers ask partici-

pants for their causal intuitions about vignettes, their responses actually express participants' causal judgements.

According to these views, when we find that whether the professor is allowed to take pens or not has an effect on

her causal evaluation, this effect reveals something about how people make causal judgements. However, not all

researchers are convinced that research on causal cognition necessarily tells us anything about causal cognition. An

alternative view has been suggested in a recent set of studies conducted by Samland and Waldmann (2014, 2015,

2016) and Samland, Josephs, Waldmann, and Rakoczy (2015). The authors argue that the interpretation of the causal

test question given to participants is systematically ambiguous. When presented with a text‐based scenario in which

an agent violates an injunctive norm and, thereby, causes a certain outcome, the experimental query asking for “the

cause” or the extent to which the agent caused the outcome can be understood in two different ways.

First, in a narrow sense, the term “cause” can refer to a causal relation, that is, the causal link, between what the

agent did and the outcome of their action. Second, in a broader sense, the term “cause” can refer to an accountability

relation, that is, how accountable or responsible the agent is for the outcome in a moral sense. According to Samland

and Waldmann's (2016) Accountability Hypothesis, participants form a hypothesis about the meaning of the term

“cause” in the experiment's causal test question. Pragmatic contextual features influence whether participants inter-

pret the causal response measure as a request to assess causality or a request to assess accountability. In context of a

vignette like the pen case, story features like human agents and norm violations make it likely for participants to

answer the causal test question in terms of accountability. The accountability hypothesis argues that the influence

of norms on causal judgement can be explained by the pragmatic context of the experimental situation, and thus,

the effects are not effects on participants' causal judgements at all.

Samland and Waldmann published a compelling series of studies (Samland & Waldmann, 2014, 2015, 2016;

Samland et al., 2015) that support their view. When using unambiguous causal strength measures or pragmatic con-

texts that suggest a narrow causality interpretation of the causal test question, the influence of norms on causal

judgements disappears (Samland & Waldmann, 2016). Moreover, Samland and Waldmann manipulated which feature

of the situation was highlighted in the causal query—the agent or the inanimate objects that was used by the agent.

They found that injunctive norms only affect causal judgements when participants were asked about the causal con-

tributions of the agents. In contrast, there was no such effect when they were asked about the causal contributions

of the objects with which the outcome was caused (Samland & Waldmann, 2016). Samland and Waldmann take this

as strong support for the claim that the pragmatic context affects people's interpretation of the causal query, such

that highlighting the causal mechanism rather than human agents provides a context that eliminates norm effects.

The Accountability Hypothesis takes a Pragmatics View on the influence of norms on causal judgements—it

explains norm effects as the result of experimental pragmatics. Rather than assuming the influence of norms at

the stage of the availability or sampling of counterfactuals (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009; Icard et al., 2017) or a

re‐evaluation of the causal concept to match blame attribution (Alicke, 1992), the Accountability Hypothesis argues

that in case of norm effects, people's judgement go beyond a mere causal evaluation. Contextual features influence

whether people access their causal concept only or the related accountability concept when making a judgement.

Although Samland and Waldmann argue that a causal judgement is necessary to make an accountability judgement

in the first place, that is, a causal link between agent and outcome has to be established, the response given in these

experiments is a response to considerations of accountability, rather than causality alone. As a consequence, the

authors argue that the effects found in the literature reveal nothing about causal cognition.
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4 | WHAT ARE THE RESPECTIVE MERITS AND PROBLEMS?

Three classes of theories are currently on the table in order to explain the effect of norms on causal judgements. So

which one is most successful in offering a complete explanation of norm effects?
m
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Let us start with the two Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process Views. Both the Intervention and Bias Accounts

have been developed in direct response to the empirical findings the authors themselves presented and, for many

situations, they make quite similar predictions as to how people's causal judgements will respond to norm violations.

The subtle differences, however, become crucial when the two accounts are directly compared with each other.

For instance, the Intervention Account holds that it is norms and norms alone that affect causal judgements by

changing the salience of the counterfactual conditionals relevant for making a causal judgement. The Bias View puts

less weight on the norms themselves and argues that the valence of the outcome of an action has a crucial effect as

well. People are sensitive to bad outcomes, as they provoke an immediate affective reaction which then needs to be

validated by a post hoc modification of the initially made causal judgement. As a consequence of the different roles

that the Intervention and Bias Accounts assign to norms and outcomes, they make different empirical predictions

concerning the conditions under which causal judgements will be affected. For instance, while a harmful outcome

alone can be sufficient to attribute causality to an agent according to the Bias Account, the Interventionist Account

requires that, in addition, the agent also has to have clearly violated a norm.

By using an altered version of the “computer vignette” (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009), Reuter et al. (2014) wanted to

test whether moral judgements influence causal selection in a scenario in which the agents did not intend or foresee

the outcome. Against the predictions of the Point of Intervention Account, their results revealed that the nature of

the effect, that is, whether the outcome was good, bad, or neutral, is a significant predictor of judgements of actual

causation, independent of whether a norm had been violated or not. The Point of Intervention Account “makes no

mention of any sort of moral judgements regarding the effect” (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009) and therefore predicts

no effect of the valence of the outcome. However, speaking against the Bias Account, they also found that when

the effect of an action was not foreseen or intended, people will attribute less rather than more causality to the agent

when the effect is negative, compared to when the effect is neutral. Since the Bias Account states that the desire to

blame the agent increases causal responsibility, the exact opposite effect should have occurred. In favour of both

accounts, Reuter et al. also found that, as soon as an agent violated a norm, people attribute causality for the

outcome to the agent. The fact that causal attributions are no longer moderated by the valence of the outcome once

a norm violation occurs supports the Interventionist Account. In consequence, the authors conclude that neither the

Point of Interventionist Account nor the Blame Account can account for causal attributions in the complex interplay

of foreseeability, the valence of the effect, and the violation of a norm (Reuter et al., 2014).

In a recent corpus analysis, Sytsma, Bluhm, Willemsen, and Reuter (n.d.) also attempted to decide between the

Point of Intervention and the Bias Account. They found that causal language is most frequently used in contexts with

a highly negative connotation, such as accidents, deaths, problems, and so forth. If the outcome was, as Knobe and

collaborators claim, irrelevant for causal evaluation, we should expect a much more balanced result. It might be

objected that the fact that causal language is used when talking about negative events does not show that the

outcome has an impact on causal judgements themselves. Alternatively, people might just talk about negative things

more often than about positive things. But even if this objection is correct, the Intervention Account still owes an

explanation of why we are so much more interested in causally explaining negative events.

Sytsma and colleagues consider these results to support the Normative Concept View. The Normative Concept

View shares with the Bias Account that the outcome plays an important role in people's causal judgements. It is yet to

be decided which theory makes more reliable predictions. The crucial challenge for the Normative Concept View is to

spell out what the folk concept of causation is and to what extent it resembles and differs from responsibility. Both

views still need to provide a more general explanation of norm effects that goes beyond moral contexts.

How about the Point of Intervention View and the Pragmatics View? As we described, Samland and Waldmann

challenge Knobe and colleagues' account of norms and causal judgements. In a direct reply to Samland and

Waldmann (2016), Phillips and Kominsky (2017) have developed a set of studies that aims to further test the

accountability hypothesis against the counterfactual view. They argue that the absence of norm effects on causal

judgement about inanimate objects—as demonstrated by Samland and Waldmann (2016)—might also be a result of

people representing counterfactual scenarios in a more granular way than suggested by the Accountability
m
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Hypothesis. Rather than envisaging a counterfactual situation in which both agent and object are absent, Phillips and

Kominsky argue that people might imagine a counterfactual in which the agent but not the object is absent because

injunctive norms usually refer to human agents only. In a follow‐up study to Samland and Waldmann (2016), they

show that injunctive norms have no effect on both causal and also counterfactual relevance ratings about inanimate

objects. In contrast, they show that norms that specifically refer to inanimate objects, like norms of proper function,

still influence both causal and counterfactual relevance judgements about them. However, because the relationship

between the causal judgement and counterfactual reasoning that Phillips and Kominsky demonstrate in their studies

is correlational only, further studies testing the pragmatic view against counterfactual theories have yet to be

developed.

To what extent does the Pragmatics View differ from Sytsma and Livengood's Normative Concept View? Both

views seem to operate with rather under‐determined notions of accountability and responsibility. The main differ-

ence lies in how the relation between causation and accountability or responsibility respectively is defined. According

to Samland and Waldmann, accountability is a concept that is different from causation and yet often verbally

expressed in the same way. Causal questions are, thus, ambiguous. Sytsma and Livengood do not claim that causal

queries are ambiguous, but norms are built in to the concept of causation. However, there is no independent evidence

to support these claims, and it is not clear whether such claims are even empirically testable. Finally, as a result of

these differences, Sytsma and Livengood consider the empirical evidence discussed before to be evidence about

causal cognition. Samland and Waldmann explicitly deny this.

As the comparison of these accounts and their explanatory power demonstrates, much more research is in order

before we can be confident to fully understand norm effects. For now, it seems that the Point of Intervention Account

by Knobe and colleagues is the most extensive account regarding norms. While Phillips and Kominsky did not

completely rule out all the scepticism against the Point of Intervention Account raised by Samland and Waldmann,

the Point of Intervention Account has some advantages over its competitors. First, this account convinces by its

sparsity of the postulated explanans, that is, the influence norms or normality, and by the variety of causal attribution

effects it can explain by that. Moreover, it presents a neat extension of already existing counterfactual and sampling

accounts of causal attribution (Lewis, 1973; Halpern & Pearl, 2005; Gerstenberg et al., 2014). However, the exclusive

focus on norms makes it hard to account for factors that influence causal attributions yet go beyond norm violations or

abnormality, such as the epistemic states of agents (Lagnado & Channon, 2008) or the valence of the effect (Reuter

et al., 2014). Further, the Point of Intervention Account makes very general claims about the interaction of norms

and causal judgements and does not differentiate between different types of causal cognition.

Danks et al. (2013) point out we need to distinguish at least between causal learning and causal reasoning. The

current evidence focuses exclusively on causal reasoning, that is, making a causal judgement based on information that

participants were previously given. While one might argue that causal reasoning is affected by norms, we still need evi-

dence that the same effects occur for causal learning. As Danks and colleagues argue, there is a variety of processes

through which we can learn causal information. Their evidence suggest that whether causal learning is affected by

norms and the valence of the outcome strongly depends on the learning process involved. They do not affect people's

judgements when they learned information from experience rather than from texts (which is the dominant way in

which participants learned causal information in the experiments discussed in this paper). As a consequence, even if

we believe that the Point of Intervention Account is already on the right track, we should be hesitant to overstate what

the experimental evidence shows. To provide a more holistic picture of causal cognition, we need to shift our focus

away from causal reasoning and towards causal learning and expand our methodological toolkit.
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5 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided a systematic overview over the recent developments in causal cognition, with special

attention to the effects that norms have for causal judgements. We compared three types of explanations for these
m
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effects. The Norm‐Sensitive Cognitive Process View claims that the cognitive process underlying causal judgements

is sensitive to norms. In contrast the Normative Concept View holds that norms are an inseparable part of the

concept of causation all along, such that all empirical findings are to be explained as the result of the application

of this norm‐laden concept. And, finally, the Pragmatics View denies that norms have an effect on causal judge-

ments—they rather trigger a reinterpretation of causal language in favour of a related notion of accountability. We

outlined various limitations of each account and open questions that we hope will be answered by future research.

ENDNOTES
1 See, among others, Lombrozo (2010), Woodward (2011, 2012), Danks, Rose, and Machery (2013), Halpern and Hitchcock
(2015), Waldmann and Hagmayer (2013), and Sloman and Lagnado (2015).

2 Some researchers believe there to be a third kind, namely, norms of proper functioning (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009; Phillips
& Kominsky, 2017). For instance, a washing machine functions properly if it cleans and spins the laundry. In this paper, we
will focus on statistical and injunctive norms.

3 Please note that the term “prescriptive” norms is sometimes used as an umbrella term for both prescriptive and proscrip-
tive norms, so basically synonymous to “injunctive.”

4 Whether the effect of norms on non‐moral judgements demonstrates a conceptual competence or a bias or performance
error is not only debated in context of causation. In the experimental philosophy of action, it seems that moral intuitions
affect people's application of the concept of intentionality, an effect called the side‐effect effect or Knobe effect (see
Knobe, 2003; Knobe & Burra, 2006; Leslie, Knobe, & Cohen, 2006; Nadelhoffer, 2006). Machery (2008) raised some
serious concern about whether the competence versus performance error debate could ever be experimentally decided.
The same worries apply for the disagreement between the Point of Intervention and the Bias View as well.
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